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JavaScript and CSS. Cond Nast. Up to 50 friends can listen to the same song at the same time, and
chat about it. The Verge. ^ Kokalitcheva, Kia (September 25, 2015). The redesigned chat now
stretches from the top of the browser to the bottom instead of being contained to its previous pop-up
box, and until today it showed only a selection of friends instead of everyone who was online. CBS
Interactive. USA Today. ^ DISQUS, Blackberry (2010-11-10). "Facebook adds 'subscribe to page'
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29, 2013). The iPhone-compatible website was launched in August 2007, followed by a dedicated iOS
app in July 2008.[131] The early mobile website was severely limited in its feature set, only gaining
the ability to post comments in late 2008, a year after launch.[132] By 2009, other companies had
developed Facebook mobile apps for Nokia, HTC, LG, Motorola, Samsung, Sony Ericsson, and
Windows Mobile devices, though a significant portion of Facebook's userbase was still using the
original mobile website.[132] During the early success of app stores, Facebook gamled on the idea of
a universal webpage rather than specific operating systems, choosing to maintain its primary focus
on its mobile site 5a02188284
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